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INTRODUCTION

e 55+ population is changing dramatically – driven in large part by the aging Baby Boomers that are 
more educated, healthier and wealthier than that of any other generation preceding them. e leading edge 
of the Boomers (those born between 1946 and 1964) started turning 65 back in 2011, and until 2029 there 
will be more than 8,000 people turning 65 every day. is tidal wave of aging Americans is redening the 
55+ demographic. With greater longevity and better health, these older adults are no longer seeing their 
mature years as a time to sit back, but instead are now nancially ready and able to purchase the products 
and services they desire. 

TToday’s 55+ population:

   Is growing rapidly. According to the U.S. Census, more people were over 65 in 2010 than in any  
   previous census.  Between 2000 and 2010, the population of those age 65 and older increased at a 
   faster rate (15.1 percent) than the total U.S population (9.7 percent). In 2010 there were 
   approximately 40.3 million Americans over the age of 65, and according to population projections 
   provided by the U.S.  Census, the 65+ population will increase by 134% to more than 108 million 
   Americans by the year 2050. (U.S. Census, 2010)

      Has more disposable income. “In ve years, close to 50% of the U.S. population will be 50 and older
    and they will control 70% of the country’s disposable income. What’s more, they stand to inherit $15 
   trillion in the next twenty years.” (e Neilsen Company & BoomAgers LLC, n.d.)

   Is living longer. e average life span is steadily increasing at a rate of 2.5 years per decade.  is 
   means  that generations are not only living longer than those preceding them, but many individuals 
   are able to live healthier for more years than their parents and grandparents. (Vaupel, 2010)

      Has more education. According to the U.S. Census, 75.7% of Americans 65 and older obtained high 
   school diplomas and 20.1% received a bachelor’s degree or higher.  When looking at the 45-64 age 
   group, these numbers increased to 87.5% that obtained a high school diploma and 28.7% that received
   a  bachelor’s degree or higher. (U.S. Census, 2010)

   Is committed to home ownership. ose over age 55 show the largest percentage of home ownership. 
   Approximately 80% of adults over 55 own their own home, compared to 73.5% of adults aged 45-54 
   65% of those aged 35-44 and 39.1% of those under 35 own a home. (e Denter Company, n.d.)

ese are just some of the numbers that are forcing today’s businesses to take notice of this huge and 
powerful group of consumers. No longer can “55+ marketing” be relegated to the senior housing and 
healthcare industries. Today, every business must be equipped to serve the 55+ consumer. 
is guide is designed to help your business improve its efforts in serving the senior client. You will nd 
information on the latest thinking, advice and demographic research on the 55+ market, and more impor-
tantly, what that means for your business. ese tips are designed to help you position your business for 
success when dealing with the 55+ market. 
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MARKETING MATERIALS THAT SPEAK TO THE 55+ CONSUMER

Pre-Retirees. 

Active Retirees. 

Seniors.

Serving the Ageless Market  Ageless Marketing

Older adults are more autonomous. 

Mature consumers are focused on self-actualization. 
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Later-life consumers are more interested in acquiring experiences than things.

Older adults are less rational and more intuitive. 

Mature adults do not respond to peer pressure. 

Older prospects are not time sensitive. 

Understanding. 

Successful experiences.

Information. 

Value. 
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Respect. 

Selling to Seniors’ Guide to Senior Marketing

Make material easy to read. 

Keep fonts simple. 

Resist the urge to be trendy.

Do not be loud. 

Keep columns short.

Use color.

Banish clutter. 

Use younger-looking models. 

Choose words carefully.

Include coupons and mail-in information.

Stick to the facts. 
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Images that do not work. 

Images that did work. 

Words that work.
Credible values
New experiences
Healthy living 
Value

Designs that do not work. 

Designs that work. 

SESERVING THE 55+ CLIENT ONLINE
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SEO refers to the process of improving the visibility of a website or web page in a search engine’s un-paid or 
organic search results. Ranking and visibility are improved through optimization of links and content, 
headings and subheadings, images with ATL text, meta keywords and tags and geo meta tags to optimize 
content for specic location searches.  Properly using these tools increases the site’s page ranking and 
visibility as search engine sites “crawl” the various pages within a website. When determining keyword 
strategy, use the following tips to maximize SEO results: 

   Before implementing any changes, establish the types of words and phrases relevant to the business.

      Research the search frequency and competition for these words and phrases to determine the best 
   variations of words and phrases.

   Investigate the keywords and phrases that the competition is using, and nd out which of their 
   keywords and phrases are ranking highly.

   Determine the keywords and phrases to focus on and consistently use them on site pages.

   Be sure to include keywords relevant to the content and messaging within the site pages.

Guidelines and best practices vary for the use of tags, keywords and other SEO functions. Find out what is 
rrecommended and be sure to follow the most up-to-date best practice guidelines for each method. 

Pay-per-click advertising refers to paid ads that show up on the right-side of the page when someone types 
a search phrase into a search engine. Advertisers pay each time someone clicks on their link, and seniors are 
frequent users of sponsored links and banner ads, more so than any other demographic, according to David 
Martino, president of Martino & Binzer, making pay-per-click advertising an effective option for driving 
website traffic from senior web users. 

EExpanding business outreach through social networking is no longer just for companies trying to reach the 
younger market. Social networking sites, such as Facebook and Twitter, are becoming part of an everyday 
agenda for 34% of senior internet users. With that in mind, businesses that focus primarily on the senior 
consumer should consider utilizing these sites to help increase their visibility, gain prospective clients and 
retain existing ones. As the senior population continues to grow, so does their use of social networking. 
Companies need to apply the use of online networking to accommodate growth and ensure market 
visibility. (Zickuhr & Madden, 2012) 

RResearch shows that seniors spend considerably more time on the average Facebook fan page than that of a 
teenager. Fan pages designed for young Facebook users should be designed for a quick glance with 
inuential graphics and numerous “power-words,” but pages specically intended for seniors should have 
detailed content that is thorough and informative, which generally takes more time to absorb. (Allfacebook, 
2011) ough seniors are now using Facebook and other social networking mediums, marketing messages 
must still be customized to the senior market, and cookie-cutter advertising approaches will rarely be 
effective for this unique group of consumers. 

IIn order to not only attract seniors to a website, but to get them to come back again and again, it is 
important to offer new and useful content on a regular basis. Offering a free e-newsletter sign-up that 
provides readers with updates, coupons, promotions and an easy way to access the company website is a 
great way to attract an audience and promote visitor reoccurrence.  
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Not all markets are the same, just as not all seniors are the same. Be sure to test these guidelines out on each 
target market to see if responses are similar. 

MAKING A BUSINESS SENIOR-FRIENDLY
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e environment businesses create is critical in providing senior-friendly services. A sales environment 
should be warm and inviting, according to Gary Sorrels, senior sales manager for Meritage Active Adult 
Communities, Phoenix, whose sales center won a gold award from the National Association of Home 
Builders’ 50+ Housing Council. A senior’s rst impression when visiting a business is going to be their 
experience as they walk in the door. Sorrel emphasizes the signicance of having a receptionist that is 
warm, friendly and genuine. 

BBig luxury chairs can be a challenge for many older adults. Sitting down low can make them feel defensive, 
while an area with small round tables and chairs can be much more comfortable and neutral. Having avail-
able refreshments is an excellent way to make people feel welcomed into a relaxing atmosphere that is not 
confrontational. 

It is critical that businesses make hallways, elevators and bathrooms that are suitable for the 55+ consumer. 
Bathrooms that accommodate individuals with disabilities or wheelchairs are essential. ese areas should 
be well lit with easy-to-read, well designed directional signs. 

Go the Extra Mile!

Use David Demko’s “Age Audit” checklist to make sure your business is positioned well to serve older 
clients. 

(Demko, 2009)
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ENSURING QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE

TRAINING ESSENTIALS FOR WORKING WITH SENIORS
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CONCLUSION
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